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LA POSADA DEL BUEN CAMINO

Posada Real  ***

The Posada del Buen Camino is located in the town of Villanueva de Campeán in the middle region of Tierra del Vino of the 

province of Zamora, located 16 km from the capital. It runs through the township the Via de la Plata or Silver Route, an ancient 

Roman road that linked Merida with Astorga and later road to Santiago with its constant passing of pilgrims.

The Posada del Buen Camino is a traditional house of the late nineteenth century. It has been restored using natural materials 

such as stone and wood and retaining many original architectural elements as has been possible. The decoration of the house, 

has been carried out combining tradition and comfort. English-style patterned fabrics, antique furniture, original paintings, they 

impregnate the atmosphere of warmth that make you feel at home.

The owner changed the maelstrom of the big city for peace in the countryside and contact with nature, dedicated to what he likes, 

receive their customers and try to get pampered sit through a consistent personalized with your needs.

Each of the six bedrooms has a different decoration, giving them personality. Each with full bath. A large living room with fireplace 

and several rooms, invites to chat, to relax or read the love of the fire, while a coffee or a glass of good wine is tasted our land.

Breakfast, served with care, it is one of the great attractions, including homemade pastries, fresh fruit juices, jams and other 

homemade products provide energy to undertake the journey. A few meters away is a spacious garden from which you can enjoy 

views of the garden and open spaces dotted with different colors: yellow rapeseed, cereal green in spring, red poppies. And in 

summer nights the distant croaking of frogs and crickets, star studded skies.

Villanueva de Campeán is in a prime location given its proximity to Zamora, Salamanca and Portugal. A mixture of cultures and 

traditions that make the environment an ideal place to relax and enjoy nature. Also of note is its proximity to the natural landscape 

of the Arribes del Duero, allowing the realization of activities that allow evade our daily chores.

We offer a host of activities that you can enjoy the wonderful natural environment around us: go part of the way of Camino de 

Santiago along the Via de la Plata, a cattle pasture tours, visits to artisan cheese makers. In addition to hiking, horseback riding, 

vintage or work in the garden, as well as visits to the wineries of the D.O. Tierra del Vino de Zamora and D.O. Toro.

Address
Calle Cruz 2. Villanueva de Campeán. 49708 Zamora.

Telephone:  620 235 322

Email:  info@laposadadelbuencamino.com

Website:  www.laposadadelbuencamino.com

Seats
Total seats:  12

Total rooms:  6

Double room:  6

Extra beds:  2

Services

Historic building Heating

Credit cards accepted Dogs allowed

Hot water Satellite dish
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Conexión Internet/ Wifi Area of tourist interest

Telephone Fire extinguishers

Rooms with living room - suites Garden - Terrace
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